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Network+ Study Guide (2nd Edition)Sybex, 2000
Here's the book you need to prepare for CompTIA's updated Network+ exam, N10-003.
    

    This revised edition of the best-selling Network+ Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's certification candidates. In addition to the focused and accessible instructional approach that has...
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Professional Interior Photography, Third Edition (Professional Photography Series)Focal Press, 2003
This highly visual, full colour text is a must have purchase for all student and professional interior photographers, from residential to industrial. Michael Harris provides a complete guide through the vast choice of equipment and materials available, sharing his professional knowledge to help you improve your images.

New coverage of...
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Inkjet Technology for Digital FabricationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Whilst inkjet technology is well-established on home and small office desktops and is now having increasing impact in commercial printing, it can also be used to deposit materials other than ink as individual droplets at a microscopic scale. This allows metals, ceramics, polymers and biological materials (including living cells) to be...
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Image Analysis: Applications in Materials Engineering (Materials Science & Technology)CRC Press, 1998

	Minimizing theoretical background and mathematical formalism, Image Analysis provides basic principles of image acquisition, enhancement, measurements, and interpretation in a very simple form, using an approach toward applications and properties of available tools. The singular study lists different tasks to do and offers complete solutions...
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Local Electrode Atom Probe Tomography: A User's GuideSpringer, 2013

	This book is the first, single-source guide to successful experiments using the local electrode atom probe (LEAP®) microscope. Coverage is both comprehensive and user friendly, including the fundamentals of preparing specimens for the microscope from a variety of materials, the details of the instrumentation used in data...
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CCNA Cisco Certified Network Associate : Study Guide (with CD-ROM)Sybex, 2000
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's new CCNA exam, 640-607. Written by a Cisco internetworking expert who knows exactly what it takes to pass the test, this Study Guide provides:  

Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies In-depth coverage of official exam objectives  Configuration practice with a Router...
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Patterns for e-businessMC Press, 2001
Get an inside look at how successful businesses build their e-business architectures. In this book, four IBM e-business experts capture years of experience into easy-to-follow guidelines. Deliberately focusing on Business patterns, Integration patterns, and Application patterns, the authors share with you proven architectural patterns that can help...
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Learning Maya 6 RenderingSybex, 2004
Learning Maya 6: Rendering is your resource for creating dazzling imagery in Maya. Get hands-on experience with the power of the Maya rendering engine and mental ray for Maya as you set lights and cameras to your scenes, apply materials and textures to your models, create shading networks, and much more! Whether you are striving for...
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Principles of Operative DentistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	Dental students are faced with an array of operative procedures; understanding and the development of competence in their use is demanding. This text aims to detail and justify the basic principles involved in operative procedures with the intention of reinforcing understanding and improving clinical skills. Direct and indirect restorations...
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sendmail Performance TuningPearson Education, 2002
"This book is great. Nick covers a wide range of  materials--everything from how to architect the mail system and what disks to  buy to how to configure your router. This book should be a basic reference for  anyone who needs to get down into the guts of a sendmail-based system and make  it shine."-Eric Allman, the...
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High-Rise Security and Fire Life SafetyButterworth-Heinemann, 2009
Due to their design and construction, high-rise buildings are unique structures with specialized needs. To protect the lives and property of the multitudes of people who daily use these facilities, it is essential that high-rise security and fire life safety programs be well planned and executed. Useful reference materials for commercial real...
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Advances in Elastomers I: Blends and Interpenetrating Networks (Advanced Structured Materials)Springer, 2013

	This is the first volume of a two-volume work which summarizes in an edited format and in a fairly comprehensive manner many of the recent technical research accomplishments in the area of Elastomers. “Advances in Elastomers” discusses the various attempts reported on solving these problems from the point of view of the chemistry...
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